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Motorhome A motorhome is a kind of recreational vehicle, a vehicle for a specific purpose of recreation. A motorhome can be
equipped with any kind of engines, which makes it suitable for carrying any kind of passengers and to access many places.

Motorized vehicles have been used as transport for over a century, most notably in the form of automobiles. Motorhomes are
different to recreational vehicles, which are generally used more for trips to popular tourist destinations, and for certain

activities, such as horse riding, rather than for transportation. Motorhomes are usually smaller than recreational vehicles in terms
of size, however are usually similar in terms of cost and interior space. Motorhomes are also designed to be easily towed over

different kinds of roads, unlike recreational vehicles which usually contain more stabilizing structure. Motorhome is a family of
recreational vehicles. Motorhomes are typically used to simplify the process of living in the outdoors and to make it easier to

take trips. While in the past motorhome owners would be rough manual laborers, nowadays their financial resources allow them
to purchase comfortable new motorhomes to take on longer trips, and a new life style. Motorhome comes from the French

motos and hameau – home (from mot - mounted, and auto - self-propelled). It began around 1800 with horse-drawn passenger
or postal coaches. In 1744, British designer Claudius Jaeger produced the first fully sprung mobile coach, called a Caravan.

These were semi-open structures with folding seats, or else enclosed with canvas roofs. Caravans were mainly used for pleasure
trips by upper class travellers, and would often include fine furniture and paintings for carriage inside the caravans. After post-
war social and political changes in western culture, motorhomes became a luxury product for the upper-middle class, becoming
a symbol of achievement. Motorhome ownership by average people, and the size of motorhomes, began to increase during the
1950s. A Mercedes-Benz 300 SEL-Ladysquad appeared in the 1958 London Motor Show. This revolutionary car was the first
quadri-fold motorhome, and the first of its kind to be built in Britain. A Quadri-Fold Motorhome is the same as a conventional
motorhome, but can be opened and folded out into a 4-wheel drive vehicle. The first motorhomes were based on commercial

trailers. Commercial trailer manufacturer Hennef-Truckenmuseum started producing the 3da54e8ca3
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